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QUESTION 1

Given: 

The center frequency of channel 1 in the 2.4 GHz ISM band is 2.412 GHz (2412 MHz). 

What is the center frequency of channel 2? 

A. 2.413 GHz 

B. 2.417 GHz 

C. 2.422 GHz 

D. 2.432 GHz 

E. 2.437 GHz 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What is a common feature of an 802.11 WLAN client utility? (Choose two) 

A. Real-time retry monitor 

B. AP Signal strength meter 

C. Spectrum analyzer utility 

D. VLAN configuration 

E. Link statistics display 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 3

Given: 

An 802.11 WLAN transmitter that emits a 50 mW signal is connected to a cable with 3 dB loss. The cable 

is connected to an antenna with 16 dBi gain. 

What is the EIRP power output? 

A. 17 dBm 

B. 20 dBm 

C. 23 dBm 
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D. 27 dBm 

E. 30 dBm 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

What word describes the bending of an RF signal as it passes from one medium to another medium of a different
density? 

A. Diffraction 

B. Reflection 

C. Refraction 

D. Diffusion 

E. Scattering 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Given: XYZ Company is planning to install a new 802.11 WLAN, but wants to upgrade its wired infrastructure first to
provide the best user experience possible. XYZ has hired you to perform the RF site survey. During the interview with
the network manager, you are told that the new Ethernet edge switches will support VoIP phones and 802.11 access
points, both using 802.3af PoE. 

After hearing this information, what immediate concerns do you note? 

A. VoIP phones and 802.11 access points should not be powered by the same edge switch due to distortion. 

B. The edge Ethernet switches will need to support 802.3at PoE in order to support both access points and VoIP
phones. 

C. If the switches are in optimal locations for VoIP phones, they are likely to be suboptimal locations for 

802.11 APs. 

D. The power budget in the edge switches must be carefully planned and monitored based on the number of supported
PoE devices. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Given: ABC Hospital is planning a Wi-Fi infrastructure upgrade where the 802.11b/g APs would be replaced with new
dual-radio HT (802.11n) APs. ABC wants to minimize the time and cost associated with performing a new site survey,
so they will be mounting all of the new APs in the same locations and with the same cable drops as the existing APs. 
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What is one performance drawback with this deployment method? 

A. Multipath will increase, causing excessive layer-2 retransmissions. The retransmissions will cause latency for VoWiFi
handsets. 

B. Increased receiver sensitivity on the HT APs will cause them to continually change channels to avoid co-channel
interference. 

C. If the existing UTP cabling is not Category 6 or better, the total Ethernet backhaul for each AP will be limited to 100
Mbps. 

D. In locations with line-of-sight to client devices and little multipath, the benefits of MIMO may be less significant than in
other areas. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Given: XYZ Company has decided to install an 802.11 WLAN system that will support 1000 wireless users, but they are
concerned about network security. XYZ is interested in deploying standardized security features. In addition to
WPA2-Enterprise with PEAP and role-based access control, XYZ would like to support management frame protection
as well as a fast secure roaming protocol for future mobile handsets. 

As XYZ Company selects a product to deploy, what two IEEE amendments should be supported to provide the
management frame protection and fast secure roaming security features? (Choose two) 

A. 802.11j 

B. 802.11p 

C. 802.11r 

D. 802.11u 

E. 802.11w 

F. 802.11z 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 8

Given the Wi-Fi certification shown in the exhibit, what statement is FALSE about this device? 
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A. This client device supports protection mechanisms such as RTS/CTS and/or CTS-to-Self. 

B. This client device supports both TKIP and CCMP cipher suites. 

C. 300 Mbps is the maximum supported data rate for this device. 

D. This client device supports the ERP, OFDM, and HT physical layer specifications. 

E. This client device supports X.509 certificates for EAP authentication. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

If an 802.11 RF transmission reaches a receiving antenna simultaneously by direct and indirect (reflected) paths, what
effect will the reflected signal have on the signal that took the direct line-of- sight path? 

A. The direct signal will only be received if the reflected signal is more than 180 degrees out of phase. 

B. The direct signal cannot be received if the indirect signal is less than 90 degrees out-of-phase. 

C. The signals will be distorted if the indirect signal arrives simultaneously at the receiver, but 90 degrees out-of-phase. 

D. If the signals are in-phase, they will combine together, cancel one another out, and create a null. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

When performing a site survey for a Multiple Channel Architecture (MCA) system in a multi-tenant building with six
floors, what aspect should you, as the site surveyor, keep in mind? 

A. All doors and windows in the building should be open during the site survey to assess maximum coverage range. 

B. The omni-directional antennas of the access points should be oriented parallel to the floor to maximize the coverage
pattern across as many floors as possible. 

C. The channel reuse pattern should be three dimensional with the RF cell extending coverage of each access point to
other floors. 

D. The Fresnel Zone is completely blocked between floors so each floor is considered a separate site survey. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

The IEEE 802.11a/n physical layer technologies utilize the 5 GHz frequency band. What is true of the two lower bands
(UNII-1 and UNII-2) in this frequency spectrum? (Choose two) 

A. The frequency range of these bands is 5000 MHz - 5200 MHz 

B. Each of these two bands contain five 20 MHz channels. 

C. Regulatory domains worldwide require DFS and TPC in these bands. 

D. These bands have a total combined bandwidth of 200 MHz. 

E. 20 MHz in each of these bands is reserved as a guard band. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 12

Given: Network users and IT personnel at a large machinery manufacturer have been discussing the potential uses and
benefits of implementing an indoor WLAN. The network administrator and network manager have requested a meeting
of senior management personnel to discuss a WLAN implementation before taking any site survey or implementation
steps. The first order of discussion in the meeting is corporate policy concerning implementation and use of WLAN
technology. 

What specific topics are appropriate in this policy meeting? (Choose two) A. Vendor hardware recommendations 

B. Business justification 

C. User productivity impact 

D. Antenna types 
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E. Obtaining permits and zoning requirements 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 13

Given: Joe runs a small hotel, and as a value added service for his customers he has implemented a Wi-Fi hot-spot. Joe
has read news articles about how hackers wait at hot-spots trying to take advantage of unsuspecting users. Joe wants
to avoid this problem at his hotel. 

What is an efficient and practical step that Joe can take to decrease the likelihood of active attacks on his customers\\'
wireless computers? 

A. Implement Network Access Control (NAC) and require antivirus and firewall software along with OS patches 

B. Require EAP-FAST authentication and provide customers with a username/password on their receipt 

C. Implement an SSL VPN in the WLAN controller that initiates after HTTPS login 

D. Enable station-to-station traffic blocking by the access points in the hotel 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

As a consultant, you\\'ve been hired by XYZ Company to provide recommendations about client device selection,
operation, and interoperability. What information should be considered to help them choose the right WLAN client
devices? 

A. 802.11n OFDM is more susceptible to high-power, narrowband interference than 802.11a OFDM. 

B. In order to earn Wi-Fi Alliance certification, 802.11n clients stations are required to support both 2.4 and 5 GHz
frequencies 

C. 802.11a/g devices may support WMM, but all 802.11n devices are required to support WMM. 

D. An 802.11g/n AP that is configured to support only OFDM data rates will allow HR/DSSS devices to associate. 

E. When HR/DSSS devices are present, HT MCS rates are disabled for the entire BSS. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

In an infrastructure Basic Service Set (BSS), how does the passive scanning process occur? 

A. Access points broadcast Beacons on all channels of each radio within the regulatory domain. Nearby client stations
record information found in the Beacons for use in the association process. 

B. Client stations broadcast Probe Request frames on all supported channels in the regulatory domain. Nearby access
points respond with Probe Response frames. Client stations record information in the Probe Response frames for use in
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the association process. 

C. Client stations broadcast Probe Request frames on the single channel for which they are programmed. Nearby
access points respond on that channel with Probe Response frames. Clientstations record information found in the
Probe Response frames for use in the association process. 

D. Access points broadcast Beacons on a single channel for which it is programmed. Nearby client stations listen for
Beacon frames and record information found in the Beacons for use in the association process. 

Correct Answer: D 
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